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About This Game

Have you played enough serious games?
Do you want to relax and have some fun with your friends?

Well, maybe you can laugh on your own, it is only your decision.

"Akuya" is not a normal game.
It's actually weird to call it a game.

IT'S NOT A GAME!

Are you here to buy a "NO-GAME"?
If you are, then go on!

Try it!

Be the person who tries desperatly to survive on an island in the middle of the ocean.
Is it possible to survive?

Of course not!
After all we want to be realistic!

Have fun!
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Title: Akuya
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Indie Dynamics
Publisher:
Indie Dynamics
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 or higher; ATI Radeon HD 4890 or higher
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This is really fun! The learning curve is just enough to keep you going and not lose you. Thereafter it still provides a great
challange and requires concentration on every point. I waited a long time for a tennis game that can be fun and a challange at the
same time!. This is exactly what I've been looking for. I've only played like half an hour so far but I'm already hooked as  hell.
We're talking about fast-paced wave-based arcade action that involves jumping, double-jumping, dashing, stomping,
firing, gliding, supercharging your special guns, collecting gems to invest in better weapons, gadgets, and permanent
upgrades. The controls are tight and super on point from what I can tell.

I can already see myself pouring a lot of time into this one. Take my recommendation with distinction.

EDIT: So now that I've played for a bit, the game turned out as an absolute must-buy. Dear developer, tack s\u00e2
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing mycket, and cheers from Germany.. So what is Verde Station?

A "walking simulator", a is-it-a-game-game like 'Gone Home'? A puzzle adventure light on the puzzles? Maybe. I
couldn't say.

All I can say is that I loved it.

Do not look up anything about this game that's not already part of the store page and you'll have a great experience.

Verde Station managed to surprise me a few times before I reached the ending and I'm still pretty sure I missed
something.

Definitely recommended.. Not bad for a Proc-Gen, platforming romp. Does need some more generous treasure and
enemy placement, though, especially in secret areas.. If you a good Lite Novel reader, and you can imagine what you
read, I recommended this, to read a Lite Novel, in graphic version. With some choice of course.. this expansion is very
short . I was hopping more long.. Incredibly enjoyable, but the game feels far from complete, this feels like a beta. I
wouldn't recommend paying more than $8 (CAD) for this game. It's good fun, great for parties and such, but there's
only 1 track, it has some bugs, the controls can be clunky at times. I would like to see the game expanded with more
tracks, maybe different mountains, different challenges. But what it is right now it's worth the on sale price, I wouldn't
recommend it at full price.

An additional warning, this game may make you vomit, and it may make you incredibly dizzy, but it may also make
you feel like you're actually skiing, which is incredibly disconcerting when you're standing in the middle of your living
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My screen remains black, what ever i tried.
Couldn't find any solutions on the web, only two other people on some forum's with the same issue.
From the date, of the posts that i have seen on it, they are waiting for over a year for an answer.
Im ain't gonna wait for that, so i requested for the first time in my life a refund, hope that they are fare in there refunds:)

Bassicly i chekced the reccomendations from people on steam, i noticed that there where some lags and issues here an there.
I asumed that it wouldn't bother me with my new pc, but i seems not to.

So you are warned it seems to be a fun game but there are a lot of issues from what i have noticed and seen.

Update: 22-07-2015/ Got the refund i reqeusted. Verry nice from steam thumbs up for that!. Satazius is a fairly standard
spaceship shooter. While it's far from the quality of a Tecnosoft or Toaplan shmup, it's still pretty fun and worth a few bucks if
it's on sale. The level design varies from stupidly easy to cheap and frustrating, the graphics are dull, and the music is bland, but
if you're desperate for a shmup, you could do far worse.. This game is simple but enjoyable. You build your own class and has
its own unique touches.. I've spent a good few hours playing this game, and imagining myself in a sort of Tron-like environment
racing through the tracks appropriately themed.

Pretty fun minimalist vector-style racing game. It's very Wipeout-ish (weapons while racing and the like), trading one set of
fancy graphics for another set of fancy graphics. Great to play when on a trip.

Did I forget to mention online multiplayer?. Graphics are poor, sounds could be better but the gameplay is...FANTASTIC.
This game has everything a tower defence should have
Its very easy to pick up and lots of ways to setup defences but its infuriating in a couple of levels....Im stuck even on EASY
mode at level 21
Ive had my moneys worth in entertainment value alone...but I do hope I can beat this level and proceed before my interest
wanes....but even if I dont succeed...its still been money well spent
. This game is one of the best games to play with friends. Well, I used to have friends, but i shot one with a bazooka. Then I
decimated the others with a flatulent grandmother, and I finished the rest off by litterally pooping on them with a poop airstrike.
10/10. Great ragdoll fun!. not suggested.... Classic Arcade Goodness !. actually the best game ever, im qutting csgo to play this
professionally.
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